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US Dairy Farmers to Trial Blockchain in 
Bid to Track Milk Products Sep 26, 2018
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The Dairy Farmers of America (DFA), a farmer-owned 
cooperative with more than 14,500 members, 
announced Tuesday (2018) that it would work to 
“increase supply chain transparency” by tracking 
milk products using a blockchain platform operated by 
food tech startup Ripe.io
Walmart and Sam’s Club announced they would force 
suppliers of leafy green produce to store their products’ 
provenance on a blockchain platform developed in part 
by IBM
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Why is Dairy Supplychain blockchain the 
game changer ? https://tracefood.io/blockchain-in-dairy-industry/, July 8, 2019

“

”

? ? ?
“Blockchain in dairy industry stands as an answer to all the 
doubts listed above” 

Tracefood: 
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Can the Blockchain help the dairy industry?
https://www.thinkbusiness.ie/articles/blockchain-food-traceability-irish-dairy/

Consumers appear more discerning, more willing to pay a premium for healthy, 
environmentally-friendly and ethically produced food. Transparency is predicted 
to become the largest differentiator for food brands in the near future
Providing transparency to the food supply chain using Blockchain technology
Food and dairy producers can share an end-to-end view of the product’s journey 
from farm to fork all in great detail 
Why is using the Blockchain better than existing solutions?
The Blockchain can generate a holistic view of a product’s journey from “farm to fork”
At its simplest what is the Blockchain?
The Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger 

Kerrygold, about a €1bn global dairy brand said:
“We can protect Irish dairy’s reputation and build on it using the Blockchain”
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Nestle Tests Public Blockchains For Dairy 
Supply Chain  5,578 views; Jul 9, 2019

“ OpenSC
Dubois

[ ]
”

(the Ethereum 
blockchain) OpenSC
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Blockchain: 
what can it do for the dairy sector?
https://www.connecterra.io/blockchain-for-the-dairy-industry/ , 23rd January 2018

Connecterra Ida

QR code
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Hype cycle for blockchain business, 2019

10“sliding into the trough of disillusionment”
If Gartner is right, most blockchain technologies are still between five to 10 years away from having any meaningful impact
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“sliding into the trough of disillusionment”, Gartner
“Many blockchain projects are failing to deliver”
“If Gartner is right, most blockchain technologies are still between 
five to 10 years away from having any meaningful impact”

HOW?
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P2P
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1.0
Bitcoin

2.0
Ethereum 1.0
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(BTC ETH)
(Bitcoin BTC ₿ ฿)

Bitcoin P2P (bitcoin ) P2P
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Solidity
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(Ethereum Virtual Machine, EVM)
(Smart Contract)

(ERC20)
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JavaScript Node.js C++

4.0 5.0 6.0
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http://www.f2pool.com
http://www.bw.com

https://ethereum.org/
https://github.com/ethereum/

https://ethstats.net/

HTTP://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
http://etherscan.io/
https://blog.ethereum.org/

wiki
https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki

http://ethfans.org/
https://forum.ethereum.org/

Meteor
https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/Dap
p-using-Meteor
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Automation, SN, IOT, Cloud, Big-data, AI

+ SN + +
+ + +...
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ICT

IOT SN
WiFi 5G LoRa NB-IoT

N. N.
…

APIs …
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IOT (Internet of Things)
IOT

IOT (SN) (DB)

(scope) WSN(wireless 
sensor network)
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(DB)
ERP

IOT

DB

NoSQLDB JASON
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Data center
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Intelligent  management, aps (software systems)

Field production, Real time control, Alarming, Facility environment control, EC, Cost management, Order management, 
Logistic, DSS, Intelligent production,  Presentations, etc.     

Data processing modules
IOT date, deep learning, environmental analysis & suggestions, alarms and adjustments, expert rules, Ag knowledge 

management, DB managements, crop production scheduling, Pests & diseases, production and marketing, Dispatch and 
confirmation, etc.

GUI and User

Functional Open API modules
Decision analysis, Data exchange, Data flow management, Production management, Events alarm, Expert system, IOTs, 
Traceability info., Order management, Crop management, passwords, intelligent scheduling, etc.  

Platform
system

APs
3rd party
Researchers
IT company

Big Data
Fertilizer, Pesticide, Pests & diseases, Traceability, Market, Expert nlj, Crops, IOT, Weather, production and marketing, sys., Ag-machineries, etc. eability, My eather, proests & dis arket, ExpPesticide, PP ps, IOT, W Ag-machinneries, etc. 
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( ) AIOT +

“The good news for blockchain technology is that it appears 
to have hit its lowest point. This means that the only way 
from here is up. Five to 10 years may seem like a long time, 
but Facebook is already 15 years old. Just look how far that 
has come. From providing an easier way to keep tabs on our 
acquaintances to aiming at creating its own currency.”
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